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ABSTRACT

Future high-performance virtual machines will improve performance through sophisticated online feedback-directed optimizations. This paper presents the architecture of the Jalapeño Adaptive Optimization System, a system to support leading-edge virtual machine technology and enable ongoing research on online feedback-directed optimizations. We describe the extensible system architecture, based on a federation of threads with asynchronous communication. We present an implementation of the general architecture that supports adaptive multi-level optimization based purely on statistical sampling. We empirically demonstrate that this profiling technique has low overhead and can improve startup and steady-state performance, even without the presence of online feedback-directed optimizations. The paper also describes and evaluates an online feedback-directed inlining optimization based on statistical edge sampling. The system is written completely in Java, applying the described techniques not only to application code and standard libraries, but also to the virtual machine itself.

1. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic nature of the Java programming language [26] presents both the largest challenge and the greatest opportunity for high-performance Java implementations. Language features such as dynamic class loading and reflection prevent straightforward applications of traditional static compilation and interprocedural optimization. As a result, Java Virtual Machine (JVM) implementors have invested significant effort in developing dynamic compilers for Java. Because dynamic compilation occurs during application execution, dynamic compilers must carefully balance optimization effectiveness with compilation overhead to maximize total system performance. However, dynamic compilers can also exploit runtime information to perform optimizations beyond the scope of a purely static compilation model.

The first wave of virtual machines provided Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation that relied on simple static strategies to choose compilation targets, typically compiling each method with a fixed set of optimizations the first time it was invoked. These virtual machines include early work such as the Smalltalk-80 [24] and Self-81 [16] systems, as well as a number of more recent Java systems [1, 30, 14, 47]. A second wave of more sophisticated virtual machines moved beyond this simple strategy by dynamically selecting a subset of all executed methods for optimization, attempting to focus optimization effort on program hot spots. Systems in this category include Self-93 [32], the HotSpot JVM [34], the IBM Java Just-In-Time compiler (version 3.0) [43], Judo [18], and the initial stage of the Jalapeño Adaptive Optimization System described in this paper. Some second-wave virtual machines also include limited forms of online feedback-directed optimization (e.g., inlining in Self-93), but do not develop general mechanisms for adaptive online feedback-directed optimization.

A number of research projects have explored more aggressive forms of dynamic compilation [35, 9, 12, 13, 8, 27, 28, 38, 37, 19, 39], using runtime information to tailor the executable to its current environment. Most of these systems were not fully automatic, and so far, few of these techniques have appeared in mainstream JVMs. However, these systems have demonstrated that online feedback-directed optimizations can yield substantial performance improvements. It seems clear that a key component in the upcoming third wave of high-performance virtual machines will be sophisticated adaptive online feedback-directed optimizations.

Jalapeño [2, 3] is a research JVM being developed at the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center. This paper introduces the Jalapeño Adaptive Optimization System, a key component of the Jalapeño JVM. Previous papers [2, 14] briefly describe the adaptive optimization system at a high level. This paper presents the first description of the architectural details, implementation, and performance results.

The main contributions of this paper are:

- an extensible adaptive optimization architecture that both supports current leading-edge JVM technology and enables research into online feedback-directed optimization,
- the demonstration of low-overhead sampling techniques to drive adaptive and online feedback-directed optimizations,
• the demonstration of an adaptive optimization system that uses multiple optimization levels to improve performance compared to using only a single level of optimization, and
• an initial implementation and evaluation of our first online feedback-directed optimization: inlining based on low-overhead sampling data. This optimization improves performance by 11% on average, with improvements ranging up to 73%.

The next section provides some background on the Jalapeño JVM. Section 3 describes the architecture of the Jalapeño adaptive optimization system and highlights key issues and design decisions. Section 4 describes the recompilation implementation. Section 5 describes our first online feedback-directed optimization, adaptive inlining. Section 6 presents experimental data demonstrating that sampling is both an effective and low-overhead mechanism for driving adaptive optimization. Section 7 presents a discussion of our experiences. Finally, Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 offers our conclusions.

2. BACKGROUND
The Jalapeño JVM is a research JVM targeting server applications. A comprehensive description of Jalapeño appears in [2]. In this section we highlight the characteristics of Jalapeño that are most relevant to this work.

Jalapeño is written in Java [3]. In addition to providing a high-level strongly-typed development environment, this design decision allows the techniques described in this paper to apply not only to application code, but also to the JVM itself. That is, we apply adaptive optimization to the JVM subsystems, including the compilers, the thread scheduler, the garbage collector, and the adaptive optimization system itself.

Jalapeño employs a compile-only strategy; it compiles all methods to native code before they execute. Currently, the system includes two fully operational compilers:

• The baseline compiler translates bytecodes directly into native code by simulating Java's operand stack. The compiler does not perform register allocation. The baseline compiler provides a reference compiler for testing purposes, and generates native code that performs only slightly better than bytecode interpretation [2].

• The optimizing compiler [14] translates bytecodes into an intermediate representation, upon which it performs a variety of optimizations. The compiler uses linear scan register allocation [40], an efficient and effective register allocator. For this paper, we group the compiler's optimizations into several levels:
  • Level 0 consists mainly of a set of optimizations performed on-the-fly during the translation from bytecodes to the intermediate representation. These optimizations reduce the size of the generated IR, performing them tends to reduce overall compilation time [45]. Currently, the compiler performs the following optimizations during IR generation: constant, type, non-null, and copy propagation; constant folding and arithmetic simplification; unreachable code elimination; and elimination of redundant null checks, checks, and array store checks.
  • Level 1 augments level 0 with additional local optimizations such as common subexpression elimination, array bounds check elimination, and redundant load elimination. It also adds inlining based on static-size heuristics, global flow-insensitive and constant propagation, global flow-insensitive dead assignment elimination, and String Buffer synchronization optimizations, and scalar replacement of aggregates and short arrays.
  • Level 2 augments level 1 with SSA-based flow-sensitive optimizations. In addition to traditional SSA optimizations on scalar variables [21], the system also uses an extended version of Array SSA form [26] to perform redundant load elimination and array bounds check elimination [11].

Table 1 gives the average compilation rate for the compilers used in this paper on the PowerPC machine described in Section 6.

Table 1: Average compilation rates on the SPECjvm98 benchmark suite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th>Bytecode Bytes/Millisecond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>274.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opt Level 0</td>
<td>8.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opt Level 1</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opt Level 2</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jalapeño multiplexes Java threads onto JVM virtual processors, which are implemented as AIX pthreads. The system supports thread scheduling with a quasi-preemptive mechanism. Each compiler generates yield points, which are program points where the running thread checks a dedicated bit in a machine control register to determine if it should yield the virtual processor. Currently, the compilers insert these yield points in method prologues and on loop back edges. Future work includes developing algorithms for more optimal placement of yield points to reduce the dynamic number of yield points executed while still supporting effective quasi-preemptive thread scheduling. Using a timer-interrupt mechanism, an interrupt handler periodically sets a bit on all virtual processors. When a running thread next reaches a yield point, a check of the bit will result in a call to the scheduler. Section 4 discusses how we exploit this mechanism in the current version of our system.

As shown in Figure 1, a Jalapeño compiler can be invoked in three ways. First, when the executing code reaches an

The compiler performs both unguarded inlining of final and static methods and guarded inlining of non-final virtual methods. In addition, the compiler exploits "preexistence" to safely perform unguarded inlining of some invocations of non-final virtual methods without requiring stack frame rewriting on invalidation [29].
unresolved reference, causing a new class to be loaded, the class loader invokes a compiler to compile the class initializer (if one exists). The class loader also initializes the compiled code for all methods in a lazy compilation stub. The second compilation scenario occurs whenever the executing code attempts to invoke a method that has not yet been compiled. When this happens, the lazy compilation stub is executed, which leads to the compilation of the method. In these first two scenarios, the application thread that caused the compiler to be invoked will stall until compilation completes.

In the third scenario, which is the focus of this paper, the adaptive optimization system can invoke a compiler when profiling data suggests that recompiling a method with additional optimizations may be beneficial.

The Jalapeño JVM begins execution by reading from a boot image file, which contains the core services of Jalapeño precompiled to machine code [3]. Jalapeño supports several configurations of the "core". The simplest configuration includes a class loader, an object allocator, and the baseline compiler. This version loads and compiles (with the baseline compiler) all non-core classes, including the optimizing compiler, when the JVM boots. For better performance, a full configuration includes the optimizing compiler in the precompiled boot image. Results in this paper use the full configuration, which increases boot-image writing time, but produces a higher performance JVM.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Jalapeño Adaptive Optimization System (AOS) contains three components, each of which encompasses one or more separate threads of control. These subsystems are the runtime measurements subsystem, the controller, and the recompilation subsystem. Figure 2 depicts the internal structure of the Jalapeño adaptive optimization system and the interactions between its components. In addition to the components, the AOS database provides a repository that records component decisions and allows components to query these decisions. The next four sections discuss this figure in more detail.

3.1 Runtime Measurements Subsystem

The runtime measurements subsystem gathers information about the executing methods, summarizes the information, and then either passes the summary along to the controller via the organizer event queue or records the information in the AOS database.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the runtime measurements subsystem. Several systems, including instrumentation in the executing code, hardware performance monitors, and VM instrumentation, produce raw profiling data as the program runs. Usually, these systems perform only extremely limited processing of the raw data as it is produced. Instead, separate threads called organizers periodically process and analyze the raw data. The design separates the generation of raw profiling data from the data analysis for two reasons. First, this design allows multiple organizers to process the same raw data, possibly in different ways. Second, this separation allows low-level profiling code to execute under strict resource constraints. Recall that we monitor not just application code, but also system services of the VM. So, for example, low-level code that monitors the VM memory allocator must not allocate any objects (it must use preallocated data structures and buffers) and should complete its task in a short time period.

The controller directs the data monitoring and creates organizer threads to process the raw data at specific time intervals. When awoken, each organizer analyzes raw data, and packages the data into a suitable form for consumption by the controller. Additionally, an organizer may add information to the organizer event queue for the controller to process, or may record information in the AOS database for later queries by other AOS components.

This architecture can support a variety of measurement techniques, including hardware performance monitors, call stack sampling [46, 7], and compiler-inserted instrumentation such as invocation counters, basic block edge or path profiles [10], and value profiles [15].
3.2 Controller

The controller orchestrates and conducts the other components of the adaptive optimization system. It coordinates the activities of the runtime measurements subsystem and the recompilation subsystem. The controller initiates all runtime measurement subsystem profiling activity by determining what profiling should occur, under what conditions, and for how long. It receives information from the runtime measurement subsystem and AOS database, and uses this information to make compilation decisions. It passes these compilation decisions to the recompilation subsystem, directing the actions of the various compilers.

Based on information from the runtime measurements subsystem and the AOS database, the controller can perform the following actions: 1) it can instruct the runtime measurements subsystem to continue or change its profiling strategy, which could include using the recompilation subsystem to insert intrusive profiling; 2) it can recompile one or more methods using profiling data to improve their performance. The controller makes these decisions based on an analytic model representing the costs and benefits of performing these tasks.

The controller communicates with the other two components using priority queues; it extracts measurement events from a queue that is filled by the runtime measurements subsystem and inserts recompilation decisions into a queue that compiles threads process. When these queues are empty, the dequeuing thread(s) sleep. The various system components also communicate indirectly by reading and writing information in the AOS database.

3.3 Recompilation Subsystem

The recompilation subsystem consists of compilation threads that invoke compilers. The compilation threads extract and execute compilation plans that are inserted into the compilation queue by the controller. Recompilation occurs in separate threads from the application, and thus, can occur in parallel. This differs from the initial (lazy) compilation of a method, which occurs the first time a method is invoked: during lazy compilation, compilation occurs in the application thread that attempted to invoke the uncompiled method.

Each compilation plan consists of three components: an optimization plan, profiling data, and an instrumentation plan. The optimization plan specifies which optimizations the compiler should apply during recompilation. The profiling data, initially gathered by the runtime measurements subsystem, directs the optimizing compiler's feedback-directed optimizations. Instrumentation plans dictate which, if any, intrusive instrumentation the compiler should insert into the generated code.

The compilation threads take the output of the compiler — a Java object that represents the executable code and associated runtime information (exception table information and garbage collection maps) — and installs it in the JVM, so that all future calls to this method will use the new version. In our current implementation, any previous activations of the method will continue to use the old compiled code for the method until that method's activation completes. Nothing in our design precludes using stack frame rewriting to
enable previous activations of the method to use the new compiled version, but this functionality has not yet been implemented. We expect that Jalapeño will eventually rewrite baseline stack frames to optimized stack frames. It is as yet unclear if there is sufficient motivation to support the more difficult transition between two optimized stack frames.

3.4 AOS Database
The AOS database provides a repository where the adaptive optimization system records decisions, events, and static analysis results. The various adaptive system components query these artifacts as needed.

For example, the controller uses the AOS database to record compilation plans and to track the status and history of methods selected for recompilation. As another example, the compiler threads record static analysis and inlining summaries produced by the optimizing compiler. The controller and optimizer threads query this information as needed to guide recompilation decisions. More details on the current implementation appear in Section 5.

4. MULTI-LEVEL RECOMPILE
This section describes the implementation of the adaptive recompilation system. Section 5 describes how this system is extended to support our first online feedback-directed optimization, adaptive inlining. Section 4.1 provides an overview of the implementation. Section 4.2 provides details concerning how profiling information is obtained. Section 4.3 discusses the recompilation model.

4.2 Sampling
The sampling implementation takes advantage of existing mechanisms in the Jalapeño JVM. Before switching threads, a counter associated with the current method is incremented. The system attaches a sample taken on a back edge to the current method. A sample taken in a method prologue is credited to both the calling and current method, capturing the fact that control is in transition between both methods. We have experimented with other sampling attribution strategies and have found this one to be most effective. The accuracy of this sampling technique is investigated in more detail in [6].

This sampling technique provides a basic mechanism to estimate the time spent in execution of each method. In the adaptive optimization system, two organizer threads periodically process the raw data.

The first organizer thread (the hot method organizer) creates during system startup, installs a sampling object (the method listener) to record raw data regarding the execution profile. During a thread switch, the VM invokes the update method of this listener, which records the currently active method in a raw data buffer. This activity costs only a few additional cycles during each thread switch, and the performance impact does not stand out from noise from one run to the next. After collecting the number of samples specified by its current sample size, the method listener wakes the hot methods organizer thread.

When awakened, the hot methods organizer scans the method counter raw data to identify methods where the application spends most of its time. The organizer deems a method to be "hot" if the percentage of samples attributed to that method exceeds a controller-directed threshold and the method is not already compiled at the maximum optimization level available. For each hot method it discovers, the hot methods organizer enqueues an event in the organizer event queue that contains the method and the percentage of samples attributed to the method.

The controller dynamically adjusts the listener’s sample size and the organizer’s hotness threshold to adapt to the current behavior of the application. By adjusting the sample size within specified bounds, the controller attempts to reduce the overhead of the hot methods organizer when the system is in a steady state (the set of hot methods is stable), while still being able to respond quickly to application phase shifts (indicated by changes in the set of hot methods). Similarly, the controller dynamically adjusts the hotness threshold to approximately control the number of hot methods reported by the hot methods organizer. If after several sampling periods, "not enough" hot methods are being returned, then the controller can decrease the hotness threshold. On the other hand, if "too many" hot methods are being returned for several sampling periods, then the controller can increase
4.3 Recompilation

Given a hot method from the organizer event queue, the controller must decide whether it is profitable to recompile the method with additional optimizations. The controller uses a cost-benefit analysis to make this calculation.

For this discussion, we number the optimization levels available to the controller from 0 to $N$.

For a method $m$ currently compiled at level $i$, the controller estimates the following quantities:

- $T_i$, the expected time the program will spend executing method $m$, if $m$ is not recompiled.
- $C_{ij}$, the cost of recompiling method $m$ at optimization level $j$, for $i \leq j \leq N$.
- $T_j$, the expected time the program will spend executing method $m$ in the future, if $m$ is recompiled at level $j$.

Using these estimated values, the controller identifies the recompilation level $j$ that minimizes the expected future running time of a recompiled version of $m$; i.e., it chooses the $j$ that minimizes the quantity $C_j + T_j$. If $C_j + T_j < T_i$, the controller decides to recompile $m$ at level $j$; otherwise it decides to not recompile.

Clearly, the factors in this model are unknowable in practice. The process of estimating future costs and benefits is an ongoing open research problem. The current controller implementation is based on the fairly simple estimates described below.

First, the controller assumes the program will execute for twice its current duration. So, if the application has run for 5 seconds, the controller assumes it will run for 5 more seconds; if it has run for 2 hours, then it will run for 2 more hours. Define $T_f$ to be the future expected running time of the program.

The system keeps track of where the application spends time as it runs, using the sampling techniques described previously. The system uses a weighted average of these samples to estimate the percentage of future time ($P_m$) in each method, barring recompilation. From this percentage estimate and the future time estimate, the controller predicts the future time spent in each method. That is,

$$T_i = T_f \times P_m \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

For example, if the weighted samples indicate that the application will spend 10% of its time in method $m$ and the code has run for 10 seconds, the controller will estimate the future execution time of $m$ to be 1 second.

The weight of each sample starts at one and decays periodically. Thus, the execution behavior of the recent past exerts the most influence on the estimates of future program behavior. When the controller recompiles methods, it adjusts the future estimates to account for the new optimization level, and expected speedup due to recompilation.
The system estimates the effectiveness of each optimization level as a constant based on offline measurements. Let $S_k$ be the speedup estimate for code at level $k$ compared to level 0. Then, if method $m$ is at level $i$, the future expected running time if we recompile at level $j$ is given by

$$T_j = T_i \times \frac{S_j}{S_i}$$

To complete the cost-benefit analysis, the controller needs to estimate the cost of recompilation. It currently uses a linear model of the compilation speed for each optimization level, as a function of method size. This model is calibrated offline.

We have described and implemented a simple controller model that neglects many aspects of program behavior. The performance results show that even this simple model functions effectively in practice. However, we will continue to explore model refinements as our system evolves.

5. FEEDBACK-DIRECTED INLINING

This section describes an extension to the adaptive optimization system to support online feedback-directed inlining. At a high level, the system takes a statistical sample of the method calls in the running application and maintains an approximation to the dynamic call graph based on this data. Using this approximate dynamic call graph, the system identifies “hot” edges to inline, and passes the information to the optimizing compiler. The compiler may choose to recompile already optimized methods to inline hot call edges. Figure 4 shows the structure of the implementation using the architectural framework of Section 3.

When a thread switch occurs in a method prologue, the system calls the update method of an edge listener (as well as the method listener as discussed in Section 4.2). This edge listener walks the thread’s stack to determine the call site that originated the call. The edge listener creates a tuple identifying the calling edge (specified by the caller, call site, and callee) and inserts this tuple into a buffer.

When the buffer becomes full, the edge listener is temporarily deactivated (its update method will not be called again at a prologue thread switch) and it notifies the dynamic call graph (DCG) optimizer to wake up and process the buffer. The DCG optimizer maintains a dynamic call graph, where each edge corresponds to a tuple value in the buffer. After updating the weights in the dynamic call graph, the DCG optimizer clears the buffer, and reactivates the edge listener. The decay optimizer, a separate thread, periodically decays the edge weights in the dynamic call graph.

Periodically, the DCG optimizer invokes the adaptive inlining optimizer to recompute adaptive inlining decisions. The adaptive inlining optimizer performs two functions. First, it identifies edges in the dynamic call graph whose percentage of samples exceed an edge hotness threshold. These edges are added to an inlining rules data structure, which is consulted by the controller when it formulates compilation plans. Any edge in this data structure will be inlined if the calling method is subsequently recompiled, subject to generous size constraints. The system sets the initial edge hotness threshold fairly high, but periodically reduces it until reaching a fixed minimal value. Effectively, this forces inlining to be more conservative during program startup, but allows it to become progressively more aggressive as profiling data accumulates.

The second function of the adaptive inlining optimizer is to identify methods that are candidates for further recompilation to enable inlining of hot call edges. To be identified as a recompilation candidate by the inlining optimizer, a method must satisfy two criteria. First, the method must be hot, as defined by the hotness threshold used by the hot method optimizer. Second, recompiling the method must force a new inlining action, as dictated by the inlining rules data structure.

When the adaptive inlining optimizer identifies a method for recompilation, it enqueues an event representing the method for consideration by the controller. The controller estimates a boost factor, an estimate of the greater efficacy of optimization on the method, due to the adaptive inlining rules. The controller incorporates this boost factor into its cost/benefit model described in Section 4.

Many factors can contribute to the expected boost factor, including the elimination of call/return overhead and additional optimizations enabled by inlining. Our current implementation estimates the boost factor based on the fraction of dynamic calls attributed to the call edge in the dynamic call graph and an estimate, based on a previous study of offline profile directed inlining [5], of the benefit of eliminating virtually all calls from the program. In future work, we will examine more sophisticated heuristics involving more detailed analysis of inline candidates or techniques such as Dean and Chambers’s inlining trials [22].

As described in more detail in the context of the Self-93 implementation [31], the system should take care when recompiling a method previously compiled with feedback-directed inlining that previous inlining decisions are not lost. The key issue in both Self-93 and in our system is that once a call edge is inlined, it may no longer appear in the profiling data used to drive the next round of inlining. Therefore, failure to preserve old inlining decisions can result in the system oscillating between two compiled versions of a method, each embodying a different set of inlining decisions. As in previous work, we solve this problem by ensuring that all methods inlined in the previous version of the method are also inlined in the new version.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section experimentally assesses the performance of the current implementation of the Jalapeño Adaptive Optimization System. Section 6.1 describes the experimental setup, the benchmark suite, and the adaptive optimization system configuration parameters used in the experiments. Section 6.2 focuses on the effectiveness of multi-level recompilation described in Section 4. The performance of the feedback-directed inlining subsystem introduced in Section 5 is assessed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 presents data on adaptive optimization system overhead and Section 6.5 presents data on recompilation behavior.
6.1 Experimental Methodology

The performance results in this section were obtained on an IBM P60 Model 7025 with two 333MHz PPC604e processors running AIX v4.3. The system has 1GB of main memory.

All experiments were performed using Jalapeño's nongenerational copying garbage collector. The Jalapeño boot image was compiled using the optimizing compiler at level 2; the optimizing compiler and the adaptive optimization system were included in the boot image. The following controller configuration parameters were used in the experiments:

- Timer interrupts (Section 4.2) were generated every 10 milliseconds.
- The initial recompilation hotness threshold (Section 4.2) was set to 1% and was allowed to vary between 1% and 0.25%.
- The initial recompilation sample size (Section 4.2) was set such that the recompilation organizer would run 2 times a second. The sample size was allowed to vary such that the recompilation organizer could run between 2 times a second and once every 4 seconds.
- The initial inlining edge hotness threshold (Section 5) was set to 1% and was periodically reduced until it reached 0.25%.
- The inlining sample size (Section 5) was set such that the dynamic call graph and adaptive inlining organizers would run once every 2.5 seconds.
- The half-life for method samples is 1.7 seconds. The half-life of edge weights in the dynamic call graph is 7.3 seconds.

We evaluate the system using the SPECjvm98 [20] benchmarks, the Jalapeño optimizing compiler [14], and the Volcano benchmark [44]. Table 2 provides a description of each benchmark, the number of classes that comprise the benchmark, and the size, in bytes, of its class files. Previous work [2] has shown that Jalapeño performance on these benchmarks without adaptive compilation roughly matches that of the industry-leading IBM product virtual machine.

We focus on two interesting regimes for adaptive compilation: program startup and steady state. During program startup, program behavior typically changes rapidly as it dynamically loads classes and initializes data structures. After a while, the program reaches a steady state. We evaluate the startup regime by timing the first run of the SPECjvm98 benchmarks with the size 10 (medium) inputs, and by using the Jalapeño optimizing compiler to compile a HelloWorld program. We report the minimum time obtained from five runs of each benchmark (a new JVM is started for each run). For the Volcano benchmark, we use a configuration that passes 120,000 messages, and runs for roughly 30 seconds on our system.

To measure steady-state performance, on the SPECjvm98 benchmarks, we report the best elapsed time from five runs, all run during a single JVM execution, with the size 100 (large) inputs. For the Jalapeño optimizing compiler bend-
we report the best time from five runs of compiling
the entire optimizing compiler, consisting of roughly 75,000
lines of Java source code. For the Voltano benchmark, we
report performance in terms of message throughput over a
run that passes 1.2 million messages.

6.2 Multi-Level Recompilation
This section evaluates the effectiveness of the adaptive multi-
level recompilation system described in Section 4 by compar-
ing its performance to both JIT and simple adaptive single-
level configurations of Jalapeño. In the adaptive single-level
configurations, the controller compiles all hot methods with
the optimizing compiler using a single fixed optimization
level.

To allow the experiments to focus on the impact of recom-
pilation decisions, none of the configurations perform any
feedback-directed optimizations (i.e., they do not use pro-
fil ing data to guide specific optimizations). Thus, when the
adaptive system chooses to recompile a method at an opti-
mization level, it will compile it the same way a JIT con-
figuration would. For each benchmark we ran the following
Jalapeño configurations:

- the baseline compiler as a JIT;
- the optimizing compiler at level 0 as a JIT;
- the optimizing compiler at level 1 as a JIT;
- the optimizing compiler at level 2 as a JIT;
- the adaptive single-level configuration using the opti-
mizing compiler at level 0;
- the adaptive single-level configuration using the opti-
mizing compiler at level 1;
- the adaptive single-level configuration using the opti-
mizing compiler at level 2;
- the adaptive multi-level system using the optimizing
compiler at any of its three levels.

The JIT configurations compile each method the first time
it executes and never recompile a method. Thus, these con-
figurations only incur the overhead of compilation the first
time a method is called. In the adaptive configurations, the
baseline compiler compiles each method the first time it ex-
ces. However, as the application executes, the adaptive
optimization system continuously identifies and recompiles
hot methods at higher optimization levels.

Figure 5 shows performance in the startup regime for each
benchmark. The graph shows speed relative to the baseline
JIT configuration, thus taller bars represent better per-
formance. Execution times for each configuration can be found
in the appendix.

The results show that in the startup regime, adaptive recom-
pilation clearly delivers better performance than any of the
JIT configurations. The worst adaptive configuration, level
2, improved performance by a mean of 23% compared to
the best JIT configuration, at optimization level 0. For four
benchmarks, even optimization level 0 is too expensive in
compilation time, degrading performance compared to the base-
line compiler. These results show that in the startup regime,
compile-time overhead plays a large role. For all bench-
marks, increasing the optimization level in the JIT config-
uration causes startup performance to suffer. This prop-
erty does not hold for the adaptive configurations, where
selective compilation allows effective use of higher optimiza-
tion on several benchmarks. However, the best single level
of adaptive optimization varies among the benchmarks be-
tween level 0 and level 1. For this reason, overall, the multi-
level optimization strategy delivers the best performance of
all configurations.

Figure 6 shows performance in the steady-state regime for
each benchmark. Again, the graph depicts speed relative to
the baseline JIT configuration and the execution times can be
found in the appendix.

The results show that the performance of each adaptive con-
figuration is competitive with its JIT configuration coun-
terpart. The multi-level adaptive system delivers the best
performance of the adaptive configurations, with overall per-
formance within 2% of the best JIT configuration at opti-
mization level 2. This result is encouraging, since the JIT
configuration performs no compilation, profiling, or decision
making during the runtime at steady state. The adaptive
system also benefits from delaying optimization. During the
delay, more of the program loads dynamically, so later op-
Figure 5: Startup performance

Figure 6: Steady-state performance
timization takes advantage of a greater view of the whole program. In our current compiler, this results in more effective devirtualization and inlining, and less dynamic linking, leading to improved performance over all JIT configurations on some benchmarks.

Both Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that any one fixed strategy does not suit a workload with programs that execute for different lengths of time. For long-running programs, the highest optimization level delivers the best performance for JIT and single-level adaptive configurations. However, for short-running programs, the highest optimization level delivers the worst performance. The adaptive multi-level system applies optimizations judiciously, attaining high performance in both the startup and the steady-state regimes.

6.3 Feedback-Directed Inlining
Figure 7 shows the performance impact of feedback-directed inlining in an adaptive multi-level system for both the startup and steady-state regimes. For each benchmark, we show the speed relative to the adaptive multi-level system from the previous section. Larger bars represent better performance. Values greater than 1.0 indicate that feedback-directed inlining improved performance over the adaptive multi-level system; values less than 1.0 indicate a performance degradation.

For the startup regime, both jess and javac significantly improve with feedback-directed inlining, with a 10% and 4.7% performance improvement, respectively. Only the matrix performance significantly degrades with a 6.7% degradation. Overall, feedback-directed inlining improves performance of the short running programs by 1%. We did not expect to see much performance impact in this regime because of the programs’ short execution times. A short execution time does not allow many methods to be compiled at high optimization levels (where inlining occurs), or to be recompiled due to new hot call sites.

For the steady-state regime, feedback-directed inlining consistently improves performance. Feedback-directed inlining improved jess by 73% and mpquared by 22%. The matrix benchmark only degrades with a 9% degradation. Overall, feedback-directed inlining improves performance by an average of 11%.

6.4 Adaptive System Overhead
Figure 8 illustrates where execution time is spent in the various components of Jaquemyn when using the multi-level adaptive system with feedback-directed inlining. The figure characterizes the overhead for two execution regimes: program startup and long-running programs. For this figure, program startup corresponds to first run of the SPECjvm98 benchmarks with input size 10, and long-running corresponds to cumulative times for five runs of the same benchmarks with input size 100. This differs slightly from the steady-state data, which reports the best time of five runs. The data represents the cumulative time spent executing system components on both processors of the SMP. The fraction of time spent in each thread was collected for all seven SPECjvm98 benchmarks and for both regimes. The average of these fractions was then computed separately for each regime.

The bottom pair of pie charts shows the relative time spent in each AOS thread. The percentage of time spent compiling in both regimes is similar, approximately 50%, again due to the controller model. The organizer threads incur slightly higher overhead for the long-running programs because each program spends more time in a steady state. During this time, the organizer threads continue to process runtime measurements, but insert fewer events in the organizer event queue, thus reducing the controller’s computation load.

For both program startup and steady state the AOS overhead (the execution time of the controller and organizer threads) is less than 3.7% of the total execution time (only 2.5% for the long-running regime). This confirms experimental observations of previous research [35, 46].

6.5 Recompilation Decisions
Figure 9 depicts the recompilation decisions made by the controller in the adaptive multi-level system during the steady-state regime. For each benchmark, four bars are shown: each bar represents the percentage of all methods that finished at the given optimization level. The baseline bar represents methods that were never recompiled by the adaptive optimization system. The level 1 and level 2 bars are further subdivided to show how methods reached their final compilation state. In the adaptive multi-level system there are two paths a method can follow to level 1: either the method was directly recompiled at level 1, or the method was first recompiled at level 0 and then recompiled again at level 1. Similarly, there are four possible paths that result in a method being compiled at opt level 2. However, for our benchmarks no method actually took the path that entailed being recompiled at all three of the optimization levels.

The adaptive system recompiled between 12% (volcano) and 45% (javac) of all methods dynamically compiled. The most commonly selected optimization level was level 1, which is consistent with the model parameters that define the expected benefits and costs of each optimization level. Most of the methods that reached the higher optimization levels (1 and 2) passed through an intermediate stage of optimization before they were recompiled at their ultimate level.

Figure 10 depicts the recompilation activity of the adaptive multi-level system with feedback-directed inlining during a long-running program with phase shifts. In this experiment,
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Figure 9: Controller recompilation decisions for the adaptive multi-level system with feedback-directed inlining during the steady-state regime.

Figure 10: Recompilation activity while running the seven SPECjvm98 benchmarks in the same JVM. Each benchmark is run once using the size 100 inputs. The x-axis represents time partitioned into 100 fixed-size intervals.
each of the seven SPECjvm98 benchmarks was run once with size 100 input in a single JVM. This differs from the previous performance results, which run each benchmark in a fresh JVM. The x-axis of the figure represents time, from system boot to program exit, partitioned into 100 fixed-size intervals. The y-axis is marked to show approximately when each benchmark begins and ends its execution. The y-axis gives the number of recompletions that occurred in each interval. Each bar is subdivided to show the number of recompletions at each optimization level.

As expected, when each new benchmark begins its execution, the set of hot methods changes dramatically, generating a new set of recocompilation candidates. This results in the increase in the number of level 0 recompletions at the beginning of each benchmark’s execution. As execution of each phase continues, many methods that remain hot graduate to higher optimization levels. Another interesting trend is that later phases initiate more recocompilation activity than earlier phases. Two factors cause this increase in recocompilation activity. First, javac and jack have larger working sets of hot methods than do compress, jess, and db. Second, as explained in Section 5.3, the controller assumes that the program will execute for twice as long as it has currently run. Therefore, in later stages of this run the controller selects methods for recocompilation more aggressively because it expects to enjoy a longer period of time to recover its compilation costs.

7. DISCUSSION
We have presented the design and implementation of an extensible and high-performance adaptive optimization system. We now present some subjective observations on the system.

The system must manage a substantial volume of data efficiently. We believe that our distributed, asynchronous, object-oriented design serves this purpose in two ways. First, as data passes through the pipeline from raw data to compilation decisions, each successive pipeline phase performs increasingly sophisticated analysis on a decreasing volume of data. Thus, the design helps structure a system that performs sophisticated analysis with reasonably low overhead. Second, by separating functionality into modules, the design separates concerns and allows an extensible architecture, as is common in well-designed object-oriented systems.

The sampling-based online profiling also helps control runtime overhead of the adaptive optimization system. By changing sampling frequencies dynamically, the system can adaptively throttle its own overhead. This behavior would likely be more difficult with compiler-inserted intrusive instrumentation. However, in future work, we will let the controller insert more expensive intrusive instrumentation for limited periods of time, in order to collect more precise information.

Many times, we faced implementation decisions regarding whether to make controller decisions based on an analytic model of program behavior, or whether to introduce ad-hoc tuning parameters to guide decisions. Invariably, tuning the parameters proved more difficult than expected, due to unforeseen differences in application behavior. As work on the system progresses, we will move increasingly toward analytic decisions based on first principles, and excise all ad-hoc parameters from the implementation. Developing an effective model is a main area for future work, especially in the presence of inlining and multithreading.

We feel that Java served as an effective and productive language for implementing the system. Java’s safety properties and memory management eased debugging throughout development. We exploited Java threads and synchronization operations to build the asynchronous system components. However, race conditions remain difficult, and sound concurrent system design is vital.

Some previous systems (e.g. [28]) have relied on limited, but fast compiler stubs to perform runtime optimization. In contrast, we chose a different design point with a full, general optimizing compiler that can recompile any part of the application code, libraries, or the VM itself. While our approach potentially introduces more runtime overhead, we have demonstrated techniques that limit the overhead and achieve good performance in a full-blown Java Virtual Machine.

Finally, we note an oversimplification in the analytic model of Section 5.3. This model assumes 100% CPU utilization, and decides whether to allocate CPU cycles to the application or to the compiler. However, in hindsight, we realize that this assumption is not valid for the subset of our experiments that use single-threaded codes on a multiprocessor. To correct this, we plan to enhance the analytic model to account for the expected cost of compilation if it does not detect idle processors. We do not expect the cost of compilation to be zero, due to memory system contention, but clearly the compiler can use idle cycles more aggressively than our current system. We expect this change will improve our performance for scenarios with idle cycles, as the controller will be significantly more aggressive in scheduling compilation.

8. RELATED WORK
Previous adaptive virtual machines have used method invocation counters to identify and optimize online program hot spots. Hiltzel and Unger [32] describe the SELF-83 system, an adaptive optimization system for SELF. The goal of the system is to avoid long pauses in interactive applications by optimizing only the performance-critical parts of the application. Method invocation counters with an exponential decay mechanism are used to identify candidates for optimization. In addition, SELF-83 used polymorphic inline caches (PICs) to gather context-sensitive receiver class distributions to guide class prediction and inlining. In SELF-83, optimized methods do not contain invocation counters. Therefore, although SELF-83 could reoptimize an already optimized method, its counter-based profiling mechanism would be less effective for identifying hot regions of already optimized code, thus making it more difficult to implement.
an effective multi-level optimization strategy. In contrast, our sampling technique allows optimized, as well as unoptimized, methods to be sampled continuously and fairly.

The HotSpot JVM [34] and the IBM Java Just-in-Time compiler (version 3.0) [43] are adaptive systems for Java. Both systems initially interpret an application and later compile performance-critical code. The IBM JIT uses method invocation counters augmented to accommodate loops in methods to trigger compilation. Details of the HotSpot compilation system are not provided.

Bala et al. [9] describe Dynamo, a transparent dynamic optimizer that performs optimizations at runtime on a native binary. Dynamo initially interprets the program, keeping counters to identify sections of code called hot traces. These sections are then optimized and written as an executable.

Other dynamic optimization research have used non-sample-based profiling techniques to identify and optimize online program hot spots. Burger and Dybvig [12, 13] explore profile-driven dynamic recompilation in Scheme, with an implementation of a basic block reordering optimization. Unfortunately, the overhead for basic block edge profiling, even after applying basic block reordering, is 27% of the execution time. Furthermore, they require programmer intervention to determine how to throttle profiling to reduce its overhead. In contrast, our sampling technique's overhead is low enough (Section 6) that sampling can be continuous, and our architecture for adaptive optimization does not require any programmer intervention.

Hansen [30] describes an adaptive FORTRAN system that makes automatic optimization decisions. When a basic block counter reaches a threshold, the basic block is reoptimized and moved to the next optimization stage, where more aggressive optimizations are performed.

Perhaps the work that is most similar to our work is that of Kistler [35]. Kistler presents a continuous program optimization architecture for Oberon that allows "up-to-the-minute" profiling information to be used in program reoptimization. Kistler concludes that continuous optimization can produce better code than can be achieved with offline compilation, regardless of whether profiling information is used in the latter. There are some interesting differences in the overall architectural design of his and our systems. Consider, for example, the interactions between the controller (manager) and runtime modules (profiler). In his design, this interaction is based on a message protocol in which the "individual profiling components are autonomous." In our design, an optimizer thread processes the profiling data for consumption by the controller. Adding a new optimizer thread allows alternative processing of raw profiling data without requiring a new profiler. Although Kistler evaluates the time overhead of periodically sampling the program counter, it is not obvious what optimizations are driven by this sampling technique, and therefore he does not evaluate the technique's usefulness. In contrast, we are able to demonstrate the effect on performance of optimizations that are driven by our sample-based profiling. Finally, it is hard to compare the results of the two systems due to the differences in languages, the maturity of the systems, the different target optimizations, and the selection of benchmarks. For example, Kistler's work does not measure the difference in a program's behavior between its startup and steady states.

Whaley [46] implemented sample-based calling-context-sensitive profiling in a production JIT compiler. He demonstrated that the overhead of this sample-based approach was low enough to run continuously, and that this sampling technique is stable over repeated runs of the same benchmark with the same set of inputs. However, no optimizations are driven by the sampled data and he does not, therefore, evaluate the sampling technique's usefulness.

Another area of research considers runtime optimizations that exploit invariant runtime values. Because such values are not statically determinable, these systems provide optimization opportunities not available with static compilation. Some systems include DyC [8, 27, 28], Tempo [38] (based on C), Fabius [37] (based on ML), and Condor and Noel's work [19] which takes a partial evaluation approach. The *for* system [39] provides a mechanism to specify and compose arbitrary expressions and statements at runtime. The main disadvantage of these techniques is that they rely on programmer directives to identify the regions of code to be optimized.

Other work [17, 25] has explored offline profile-directed compilation schemes that use one or more profiles from previous runs of an application as feedback into a compiler to make better optimization decisions for future executions. In addition, these are fully automated profiling systems that use transparent low overhead profiling to improve performance of future executions. Such systems include Digital FX!32 [33], Morph [48], and DCPI [4]. In contrast, this paper focuses on using profiling information of an application's execution to help optimize that same execution of the application. Nevertheless, our architecture can be extended to handle offline profile-directed compilation schemes; for example, the controller could use compilation plans and profiling data from previous executions of an application.

There are also nonadaptive systems that perform compilation/optimization at runtime to avoid the cost of interpretation. This includes early work such as the Smalltalk-80 [24] and Self-81 [16] systems, as well as many of today's JIT Java compilers [1, 36, 47].

Previous studies have evaluated the viability of selective optimization. Arnold et al. [6] used the Jalapeño JVM to quantify the performance potential of selective optimization. Their results confirmed that selective optimization has the potential to significantly outperform a fixed JIT strategy and can even approach the performance of static compilation for longer-running benchmarks. Radhakrishnan et al. [41] used the Kaffe Virtual Machine to establish the maximum performance improvement possible by interpreting, rather than compiling, cold methods for the SPECjvm98 with input size 1.

Serrano et al. [42] describe a quasi-static compilation approach using Jalapeño that attempts to avoid the costs of dynamic compilation. Using their approach, an application is pre-executed and the compiled images are written to a
file before the JVM terminates. When a compiled method is needed during subsequent executions of the application, the dynamic compiler is not automatically invoked as is the case in our adaptive system. The system checks to see if a precompiled image of the method exists. If an image exists, the system relocaates and links the code into the new JVM environment. If no image exists, the dynamic compiler compiles the method.

9. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the design and implementation of the Jalapeño Adaptive Optimization System, a general and extensible architecture to support online feedback-directed optimization. The system is written completely in Java, allowing the techniques described to apply not only to the application, but also to the virtual machine and its components. We have presented the current instantiation of this framework, relying on sample-based online profiling, multiple optimization levels, and sample-driven online feedback-directed inlining.

Performance results demonstrate that low-overhead sampling techniques can effectively drive profile-directed online recompilation of Java programs. The adaptive system, including recompilation, on average introduces less than 10% overhead and delivers total system performance competitive with the best alternative strategies considered. We have further demonstrated that a multi-level optimization strategy can deliver robust performance in both startup and steady-state program regimes, competitive with the best alternative in each regime. Finally, we have demonstrated that sampling techniques can effectively drive feedback-directed inlining, delivering performance improvements of 11% on average and up to 73%.

This system provides a flexible infrastructure for future research on online optimization. Future research topics include automatic specialization, profile-directed memory layout optimizations, refinements to the recompilation analytic model, and consideration of larger server codes based on IBM middleware products. We anticipate that the Jalapeño Adaptive Optimization System will play a key role in our efforts to improve Java server performance.
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APPENDIX

Tables 3 and 4 give the absolute execution data for the startup and steady-state regimes for the bar charts presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Base Line</th>
<th>JIT</th>
<th>Adaptive</th>
<th>multi</th>
<th>multi+AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OPT 0</td>
<td>OPT 1</td>
<td>OPT 2</td>
<td>OPT 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db</td>
<td>1.907</td>
<td>2.582</td>
<td>4.788</td>
<td>6.282</td>
<td>1.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opt-compiler</td>
<td>12.808</td>
<td>16.740</td>
<td>33.014</td>
<td>83.084</td>
<td>10.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volano</td>
<td>3.045</td>
<td>44.229</td>
<td>44.68</td>
<td>43.12</td>
<td>44.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of the benchmarks in the startup regime. All results are in seconds, except Volano, with units of messages per second (larger is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Base Line</th>
<th>JIT</th>
<th>Adaptive</th>
<th>multi</th>
<th>multi+AI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OPT 0</td>
<td>OPT 1</td>
<td>OPT 2</td>
<td>OPT 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>276.596</td>
<td>53.789</td>
<td>41.422</td>
<td>37.945</td>
<td>53.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jess</td>
<td>63.689</td>
<td>34.730</td>
<td>29.018</td>
<td>29.023</td>
<td>34.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db</td>
<td>102.863</td>
<td>76.235</td>
<td>75.790</td>
<td>75.964</td>
<td>70.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javac</td>
<td>73.461</td>
<td>92.906</td>
<td>44.004</td>
<td>43.908</td>
<td>66.878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jack</td>
<td>87.970</td>
<td>40.561</td>
<td>39.725</td>
<td>38.036</td>
<td>43.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opt-compiler</td>
<td>267.822</td>
<td>345.557</td>
<td>107.004</td>
<td>106.745</td>
<td>257.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volano</td>
<td>3375</td>
<td>39.97</td>
<td>51.34</td>
<td>51.94</td>
<td>45.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance of the benchmarks in the steady-state regime. All results are in seconds, except Volano, with units of messages per second (larger is better).